Retrospective Document
Sprint-1

Work & Test Progress

- Milestone: All data on database
  Completion: 70%
- Milestone: Server-Client pair operational with basic commands
  Completion: 60%

Finalized Tests:
- User Creation: `adduser` command is added to server client system by testing create user function which also interacts with mysql database system
- SSL Connection between Server and Client has been tested

Team Progress

- Ali Can: 25%
- Gökhan: 25%
- Mehmet Sait: 25%
- Muhammet: 25%

Left-overs (Backlog)

- All data on database
  Reasons: Most of the objects are created and manipulated on the database. Only the keypairs are yet to be included. We will consider this milestone done when they are also completed.
- Milestone: Server-Client pair operational with basic commands
  Reasons: Some of the tasks could not be completed due to lack of time and some unexpected complications, but they are expected to be completed at the beginning of the next sprint.
Next Sprint

- Milestone: Multilevel Authorization Completed and Operational

Comments

Your comments (if any) regarding to this completed sprint.

Assistant’s Evaluation

Assistant’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.

Supervisors’s Evaluation

Supervisor’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.